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ARTICLE I
PREAMBLE
The Board of EQucation of the Greenburgh-Graham Union Free School District, (The Graham
School) of the Town of Greenburgh, Village of Hastings-on-Hudson, New York, (hereinafter the
"Board") and Graham School Federation of Teachers, Local 1939, American Federation of
Teachers, AFL-CIO, (hereinafter the "Union") believe that this Agreement can serve as the
foundation for cooperation in the pursuit of educational excellence in accordance with the
principles of the teaching profession and the ~
responsibilities of the School District.
ARTICLE II
STATEMENT OF RECOGNITION
The {Jinionis recognized as the exclusive Bargaining Agent for all Teachers (including Guidance
CowlSelors, Social Workers and Psychologists) and Teaching Assistants but excluding the
Superintendent and all other personnel with supervisory duties, all Secretaries and Clerical
Employees, and all part-time professional employees working less than half-time. .
ARTICLE ill
. ,
FAIR PRACfICES
The Union agrees.to maintain its eligibility under law to represent the'Bargaining Unit by
continuing to admit persons to membership without discrimination on the basis of race, creed,
color, national origin or sex and to represent equally all members of the Bargaining Unit without
regard to membership .or.participation in, or.association with the activities of any employee
organization.
ARTICLE IV
COMPENSATION
A TEACHERS:
1. SALARY The attached salary schedule shall be implemented. Teachers
. shall advance one step on the salary schedule each year. The sal~ schedule shall
reflectthe following increases: 4.5% in year one of the Agreement; 3.0% in year two
of the Agreement; and 3.0% in year three of the Agreement. Teachers whose salaries
are above the salary schedule range ("off-schedule teachers'') shall receive salary
increases of 4.5% in year 1 of the Agreement; 3.0% in year 2 of the Agreement; and
3.0% in year 3 of the Agreement. New staff hired after July 1,2000 will be hired at
100% salary for the appropriate step.
2. TENURE A teacher who is approved for tenure shall receive an increase in
salary of $400.00 per annum. .
3. LONGEVITY After 10 years of service in the District, through their 14th
year, Teachers shall receive $250.00 per annum in addition to their regular
"
.,
'" .'.:.1, .
salary. Teachers in their 15thto 19thyear of service shall receive $1,500.00
per annum in addition to their regular salary. Teachers with 20 or more years
of service shall receive $2,000.00 per annum in addition to their regular
salary. This payment shall begin on the anniversary date of the Employee's
hiring.
4. COURSE CREDIT Courses taken for salary credit must be approved ih
advance by the Superintendent. It is essential that Teachers' salaries are
accurately established for bu~get planning. For this reason; requests for
additional salary increases must be made in writing by the staff member
for the succeeding year by May 1. In-service credits may be taken and
accumulated toward salary increments. Official transcripts for credit must
be filed with the Board of Education in order to establish eligibility. A salary
increase will not be granted unless official transcripts are received. Course
credit shall be paid annually and become part of the Employee's base salary.
Payment for credits in blocks of 12 will only apply to those employees beyond
MA60, whether "on-schedule" or "off-schedule." This compensation shall be
$1080.00 for each 12-credit block. Teachers placed "off-schedule" with less than
MA60 shall be entitled to move from one column of the salary schedule to another
column and to be compensated at the difference between the columns at step IS.
B. TEACHING ASSISTANTS:
1. SALARY The attached salary schedule shall be implemented. Teaching Assistants
shall advance one step on the salary schedule each year. The salary schedule shall
reflect the following increases: 4.5% in year 1 of the Agreement; 3.0% in year 2 of
the Agreement; and 3.0% in year 3 of the Agreement. Teaching Assistants will be
placed on the salary schedule, consistent with years of service, retroactive to July 1,
2000. Teaching Assistants whose salaries are above the salary schedule .range ("off-. .
schedule") shall receive salary increases 'of 4.5% in year.1 of the Agreement; 3.0% in .
year 2 of the Agreement; and 3.0%.in year 3 of the Agreement. .
2. SUBSTITUTE PAY All Teaching Ass~ts shall be paid a maximum of
$65.00 per day, or $10.85 per period plus their base pay, when substituting
for a Classroom Teacher. Teaching Assistants will be paid per period for
these occasions:
.When Elective Teachers are out of the classroom for one or
more periods per day.
When Classroom or Elective Teachers are in aUendance of
CommiUee meetings for one more periods per day, even
though they may be present at work for the day, to exclude
meetings with Principals. Team and CSB meetings. These
committees include:
Options
Shared Decision-Making
Middle States
Goals 2000
"
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Scheduling
Peer Leadership
School District! Agency
Assertive Discipline
YearBook
and any other long-tenn committee of the School District.
In addition, Teaching Assis~nts will be paid at any other time when
Classroom or Elective Teachers are absent due to illness, conferences,
workshops, personal business or death in the family.
3. LONGEVITY The longevity payments for Teaching Assistants shall be
equal to the Teachers' .plan.
4. PREP PERIODS Teaching Assistants will receive one full 30-minute
relief period daily.
S. TEACHING ASSISTANT CERTIFICATION Upon presentation to the
Superintendent's office of a New York State Pennanent Teaching Assistant
Certificate (Continuing Certificate), a salary increase ofS600.00 per
annum will be granted to those employees hired prior to July 1, 1998.
6. CONTINUINGEDUCATION The Board shall provide a fund for
continuing education for Te'a~h4tgAssistants. A committee comprised of Union and
Administrationrepresentativeswill develop criteria for disbursement and,recommend the
am.ount of money to be included in the fund to the Board. . The fund shall not provide any
reumbursement for courses required for teaching assistants' certification.
c.. PAYMENT OF SALARIES:
Salaries shall be paid by either direct deposit or school check bi-weekly, every other
Friday. Each employee shall have the option of receiving 21, 23 or 2S paychecks per
school year. If a scheduled payday comes during a vacation period, the Employee shall
be paid on the last workday before the vacation. Refer to the yearly pay schedule for
clarification. Only one check per pay period is allowed.
.......
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Hourlv Amt/Hr Annual Stipends Amt/Yr
Time Keeper $25 Project AdventurelPE $5000
Director-
Chaperones $30 Athletic Director $3950
Curriculum Writing $30 Yearbook Advisor $2500
(assigned by district)
Tutorin~ $30 Mentor Coordinator $3000
Security . $30 Coordinatorof Pupil $11,000
Personnel (requires work
through July) -
Staff Development Will be
Presenter awarded in-
service credit
Options Proeram Coach, basketball $4300
Hourlv
Club Supervisor $30 Asst. Coach, basketball $3150
Activity Advisor $25 Coach, cheerleader $1600
Activity Asst. Advisor $20 Senior Class Advisor $2000
Tutor Advisor" $25
Asst. Tutor $20
D. EXTRA-CURRICULAR POSITIONS
Extra-curricular positions shall be compensated at the following rates:
Employees required to work beyond the contractual school year for extra-. ,
curricular work shall be compensated at the rate of 11200thof their salary for each
day worked. Compensation for any other extra duty positions shall be negotiated
with the Graham School Federation of Teachers.
E. SUMMER SCHOOL:
The compensation rate shall be $24.00 per hour for teachers and $20.00 per hour
for Teaching Assistants in year 1 of the Agreement. Effective July 1,2001, the rate for
Teachers will increase to $25.00 per hour and the rate for Teaching Assistants will
increase to $21.00 per hour.
Employees who work as Deans of Students for the summer school, will be paid $35 per
hour for such work.
Employees are to be notified by May lit of the District's intent to employ them for the
summer.
,1,.,
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ARTICLE V
FRINGE BENEFITS
LIFE~MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL INSUlMNCE:
The present program of life insurance, medical insurance and hospital insurance shall be
continued in effect by the Board for the term of this Agreement, with full coverage for
the family as well as for the Employee being provided by the 'Board under Blue Cross-
Blue Shield. The present coverage of life insurance will provide all employees covered
by this agreement a death benefit equal to the lesser of the following two options:
1) 100% of the employee's annual earnings. If this amount is not a multiPle of
$1000.00, it shall be rounded to the next higher multiple of $1000.00; or
2) $50,000.00
The coverage also shall provide a death benefit for the employee's spouse in the amount
of$2,OOO.00and a death benefit for each child in the amount of$I,OOO.OO.For this .
purpose, "child': shall mean an unmarried child of the Employee until the child reaches
his or her nin:eteentli g~day. Coverage of an incapacitated, unmarried child who is
incapable of self-support shall continue regardless of the child's age upon presentation of
proof of disability. .
DENTAL AND EYE CARE INSURANCE:
The Board will continue to provide dental and eye care insurance under a plan
mutually agreed upon by the Board and the Union.
c. PERSONAL PROPERTY LOSS OR DAMAGE:
The Board will reimburse a Teacher or Teaching Assistant for loss o~ or damage.
to, any item of personal property, or to provide insurance for such loss or damage,
subject to the following conditions:
1. Such loss or damage must take place on school grounds and must have been
caused by a pupil of the school.
2. Reimbursement or insurance shall be only for the reasonable value of the item
lost, or for the reasonable cost of the repair, and shall in any event be limited
to the amount of loss or damage not covered by insurance otherwise
applicable. .
D. TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT:
Employees shall be reimbursed by ~e Board for authorized travel in their own
" .;:'\., ,,"~, .'.
A.
B.
Automobiles at no less than the prevailing IRS rate per mile.
E. ANNUITY PLAN:
The Board shall continue in effect a tax-sheltered annuity plan as permitted by law and
within the limits provided by law. The Teachers and Teaching
.
Assistants shall have the right to select the agency or carrier that is to administer
the plan.
F. CREDIT UNION: .
.
Employees shall be allowed to continue membership in credit unions until a majority
vote rules to discontinue membership. Disbursements to credit unions shall be made
coinciding with the scheduled pay dates.
. .
G. PAYROLL DEDUCTION
Unit employees shall be provided the opportunity to elect to make payment to the
NYSUT Member Benefits Programs and Insurance Programs through payroll deductions.
ARTICLE VI
PROBATIONARYTEACHERS AND TEACmNG ASSISTANTS
Teachers and Teaching Assistants shall receive at least twice annually, not later than
December 31It and April 15theach school year, a written progress report of evaluation
from the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, Principal andlor Assistant Principal.
Each Probationary Teacher must receive a copy of the December evaluation by January
1stand a copy of the April evaluation by April 15th.
Each Teacher and Teaching Assistant shall have the right to discuss with the
Superintendent and/or Principal, everything included in each evaluation and to prepare a
written statement that sball be attached to the evaluation.
c. All Teachers and Teaching Assistants will be notified in writing no later than
Ma~ lit of each year as to whether they will remain with the school district.
D. Probationary Teachers and Teaching Assistants shall be notified of the granting of
tenure on the anniversary of their third year of employment.
ARTICLE vn
OBSERVATIONSAND EVALUATIONS
A. Teachers and Teaching Assistants shall be given the opportunity to discuss all
observations before evaluations are written.
B. Informal observations or conversations shall not be written up unless the Teacher or
Teaching Assistant is in each instance put on notice that it will be written up and is given
the opportunity to discuss it before the evaluation is written. &;,;":'
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ARTICLE VIII
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
.
SCHOOL CALENDAR:
The calendar for each school year shall consist of not more than 184 working days
and shall be fixed by the Board, with the exception that Teachers and Teaching
Assistants in their first year with the Districtwill be required to be present two additional
days at the ,beginning of the school year for orientation. The Superintendent shall solicit
input from 'the Union prior to recommending a school calendar to the Board.
SCHOOL DAY:
The school day shall start at 8:IS a.m. and shall end at 3:IS pm daily so that staff are
present during the 3:00p.m. to 3:15p.m. pupil egress period, however, on Fridays and
days preceding a holiday or an employee's vacation, the school day for staff shall end at
3:00 pm. Classes for students shall begin at 8:30 am and end at 3:00 pm daily.
C. TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS:
Teachers and Teaching Assistants shall be advised of their tentative teaching assignments
for the following year by lune 15thand shall have the opportunity to discuss such
assignments With sup~rvj.sory personnel. Notification of assignment shall include a
tentative class roster of children and tentative room assignments.
'
'
~CHEDULE OF SUBSTITUTES:
A Teaching Assistant who is substituting for a Classroom Teacher or Specialist,
shall follow the schedule of the Teacher or Specialist for that day.
J~REPARATION TIME:
All Teachers shall be given one preparation period each day.
pnLDREN'S RECORDS:
Each Teacher and Teaching Assistant will be given the opportunity to read the
.c~ucational record of every child admitted to his or her classroom as soon as it is
.available.
G. :NBW STUDENT:
:NoTeacher shall be asked or required to take a.new child without prior notice.
H. :kUNCHAND RECREATION DUTY:
1. Except as provided in paragraph three of this section, no Teacher, Specialist or
Teaching Assistant shall be asked or required to perform lunch duty or recreatio~ ....<~'7
duty. The rate for regular school-year lunch duty shall be increased to $17.50 per
hour,effectiveJuly 1,2000.
.
2. All Teachers, Specialists and Teaching Assistants shall have one period for
lunch each day.
3. Summer school lunch duty shall be voluntary for all unit members. However, should
there be fewer than 21 volunteers, the District may assign unit members. Unit
members who work during the summer lunch period shall be compensated at $17.50
per period, and will receive it 30 minute duty-free lunch break during the summer
school.day. However, teachers who volunteer to work the lunch period will waive
the 30 ininute duty-free lunch break. Teachers assigned to the lunch period under this
provision will receive a 30 minute duty-free lunch break, effective July 1,2001.
I. PEITY CASH FUND:
A petty cash fund shall be maintained by the Board and shall be available for use
by each Teacher, Specialist and Teaching Assistant as pennitted by law and
within the limits provided by law.
J. MAIL BOXES:
Teachers' mailboxes shall be made available for the distribution of appropriate
Union material.
K. PERSONNEL FILES:
Upon reasonable notice, Employees shall have the right to examine their own
personnel files in the presence of the Superintendent, or hislher designee, to review and
question any material found therein. No new evaluations, observation reports or material
reflecting on an Employee's competence or character shall be placed in a personnel file .
without the Employee being advised thereof and given the opportunity to examine it and
make written comment thereon.
L. INCLEMENT WEATHER:
The Graham School may be:'closedbecause of inclement weath~r at the discretion of the -
Superintendent, who will take into account local community conditions. Every .
reasonable effort will be made by the Superintendent to notify employees as early as
possible of such closings by telephone chains and by way of local and New York City
radio stations no later than 8:30 a.m. If the school is closed for more than two days in
any school year because of inclement .weather, the day or days in excess of two will be
made up by the staffwithin that school year.
M. LATENESS:
Unit members shall be signed in by .8:15 a.m. Charges of penalties for being late will be
at the rate of 100% of the Employee's regular hourly rate prorated, and will be deducted
from the Employee's pay on a semester basis. However, there shall be a 30-minute...g{a~
'.
')'.8
. .
period per semester. The hourly rate for lateness shall be calculated by: SALARY STEP
divided by 200 divided by 6.17. Unit members who anive at work after 11:45 am shall
have one sick day subtracted from their annual accumulations. Members so charged shall
not be required to remain at school for the balance of the day.
N.
.
PREPARATION TIME:
All Teachers shall be allotted sufficient time to update and modify I.E.P.'s and
prepare for CSE meetings (Initial and Annual Review), Team and/or Treatment
Team Meetings. This time shali be arrang~by the Teacher's immediate supervisor
during the school day.
O. ANNUAL STATEMENT:
District to provide one annual statement for each Employee, which includes salary,
accumulated sick and personal days, tenure and longevity payments.
P. ATTENDANCE INCENTIVE
For the 2000-2001 school year, employees shall receive an attendance bonus based on the .
following formula:
o sick days ~en.: - employees share equa1ly 32% of district's
unexpended funds
1-2 sick days taken - employees share equally 30% of district's
unexpended funds .
- employees share equally 27% of district's
unexpended funds
- employees share equally II % of district's
unexpended funds
3-4 days taken
S-6 days taken
By AprillSth of each year the parties shall meet to discuss any necessary revisions to the
percentage distribution and amount of any unexpended funds. In the event the parties do
not agree to a revised percentage distribution by April 30th, the percentages in effect at
that time shall again be utilized. For purposes of this attendance incentive, employees
who are "docked" days due to either undocumented sick leaves of more than 3 days in
length, sick days taken'in'excess ,of the employee's'accumulated'numberof days, or '. '
unapproved personal days shall have those "docked" days counted as "sick days taken."
......
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ARTICLE IX
LEAYES
A. SICK LEAVE:
Employees shall be entitled to 15 days of sick leave, with pay, per school year. Unused
sick leave may be accumulated up to a maximum of 200 days.
Upon death or retirement, Employees shall be entitled to cash in accumulated sick days
in the follo~ng manner:
200 days accumulated - 25% offmal salary
199-100 days - 20% of daily rate times.number of accumulated days
99-75 days. - 15%of daily rate times number of accumulateddays
Ten days out of the total sick leave may be used for illness related to an immediate
family member. "Immediate family" shall be defined as a spouse, significant other,
child, stepchild, parent, stepparent, sibling, grandparent, parent-in-law, or relative with
whom one is residing.
The Superintendent shall have the right.to require an Employee to submit an original
doctor's certificate for 3 or more consecutive days of absence because of illness.
Sick days, personal days and bereavement days will be .allotted.to part-time employees
(half-time or more) on a pro-rated basis'on the percentage' of time' appointed. . ..
"
B. SICK BANK:
Effective 1uly 1, 1998, a voluntary sick bank sball be established for the use of unit
members. Employees shall be eligible for the sick bank when they have 60 sick days
accumulated. The bank shall be established by a two-day contribution from each eligible
(60 days accumulated) Employee's sick days. Eligible Employees may withdraw a
maximum of up to 40 days from the bank for each instance of an absence which is
catastrophic, long-term.ordisabling. ..Employees must.use all.of.their.accumulated days.
before withdrawing from the.bank..All requests must. be submitted in writing along with.. .
medical documentation. For anyone disability, the employee must re-apply for any
additional sick days after the initial withdrawal of 20 days. All requests for withdrawal
are subject to review by a Sick Bank: Committee comprised of two members appointed by
the Union President and two members appointed by the Superintendent. This committee
shall establish its own criteria and procedures for handling withdrawals. The bank shall
be replenished in the same manner it was established when the total bank days fall below
one-half of the original sick bank contributions. Employees shall be eligible to join the
bank and contribute days. no later than September IS~ of each year. .Employees who.
leave the district may contribute their accumulated sick days to the sick bank:. Retirees
shall not be allowed to contribute those sick days for which they have received
compensation in Article IX. '-
"
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. . C. PERSONAL LEAVE:
The Board shall provide four personal days per year to each unit member to attend to
personal. business, which cannot be conducted during school hours. These days must be
approved in advance by the Superintendent and a specific reason for taking .the day must
be provided prior to approval being granted. Approval by the Superintendent shall not be
unreasonably denied. Personal leave shall not be taken for days immediately before or
after a vacation period or holid~y.
D. BEREA VEMENT:
Employees shall be given five days leave, with pay, for the death of mother, father,
siblings, husband, wife, children, or parent-in-law, and three days for death of a
grandparent.
E. PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCE:
All Teachers and Teaching Assistants shall be entitled to one (1) day's leave with pay,
per school year, to attend a professional conference or institute in his or her subject area.
Additional leave for this purpose, with or without pay, may be granted by the
. Superintendent at hislher discretion.
F. CONVENTIONS:
. 1
'..
Two Union delegates will be allowed two (2) day's leave, with pay, each school year to
attend the convention of the New York State United Teachers.
G. LEAVB OF ABSENCE:
Time spent on Leave of Absence does not count toward seniority.
The Leave of Absence must be for a specific period of time with the ~nsent of the
Superintendent and approved by the Board of Education.
No benefits will be paid by the School District on an unpaid Leave of Absence.
Sick Leave cannot be used for a Leave of Absence, except in cases ofmatemity.
H. SABBATICAL LEA VB:
A Teacher shall be eligible for a Sabbatical Leave every seventh year of service in the
District with the approval of the Board. Sabbatical Leave will be granted for graduate
study or educational travel. Written application for such leave must be made by Aprill It
of the previous school year. A Teacher taking Sabbatical Leave shall.be required to
submit hislher plan for the period of leave before it is granted, and a report on the period
of leave after hislher return. The Teacher must undertake to return to the District for 'at
least one school year after hislher leave. No more than one Teach~r sball be on
Sabbatical Leave at anyone time. Sabbatical Leave shall be either for half of a school
year at full payor a full school year at half pay.
There sba11be a moratorium on Sabbatical Leaves for the duration of the contract. ".-..
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ARTICLE X
UNION ACTIVITY AND MANAGEMENTRIGHTS
BULLETIN BOARD:
A conveniently located bulletin board shall be provided for the exclusive use of the
Union in posting notices and other appropriate Union material.
B. MEETING PLACE:
Upon reasonable notice to the Superintendent, an adequate room in the school will be
provided, if available, for Union meetings ,tobe held during the lunch period or after
school hours. It shall be the district's prerogative to convene faculty meetings during the
time period previously set aside specifically for monthly Union meetings.
c. UNION ACfIVITIES:
In view of the special nature of the Graham School and its students population, the Union.
agrees that the Employees covered by this Agreement and the officers, agents,
representatives and members of the Union, ,will not engage in Union activities of any
kind on Institution premises or property at any time provided, however, that a Union
representative shall be free to visit and consult with Employees during their non-working
time. Additionally, the Union President shall be allotted 2 preparatory periods per day,
one of which shall be used to conduct Union affairs.
D. NO-STRIKE PROVISION:
The Union and the Board recognize that strikes by public Employees are contrary to law
and public policy. The Union, therefore, agrees that it will not ca~e, instigate, '
encourage or condone, or that Employees will not engage or participate in any strike,
work stoppage, slow-down or other concerted refusal to work at any time.
E. DUES DEDUCl10N:
Union dues, as certified by the President of the Union to the Board, shall be deducted
every pay period from the pay of Employees who submit signed dues deduction
authorizations to the Board. The amounts so deducted shall, promptly after the
deductions are made, be transported to the Union at an address designated in writing by
the President of the Union. Such deductions sball be subject to all applicable
requirements of law. An Employee may revoke his dues deduction authorization by
written notice to the Board and the Union at least thirty (30) days before the effective
date of such revocation.
Employees covered by this agreement who do not submit dues d~uction authorizations
to the Board shall be required to pay an agency fee to the Union'for those services'the ' .
Union is required to provide. The agency fee shall be the same amount, and payable at
the same time and in the same manner as the dues of Union members. The Union aftinns
that it bas adopted procedures for refunds of agency fee deductions as required by 1(W;
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F.
B.
The district shall not be responsible for the collection of dues other than as provided in
this article. The Union shall indemnify the district and hold it hannless from any claim
or liability arising from its deductions from paychecks and transmittal to the Union of
dues or agency fees. This indemnification shall not apply, however, if the district makes
an error jn the calculation, deduction or transmittal to the Union of said dues or agency
fees.
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS:
.
Except as specifically limited by the tenns of this Agreement, the Board shall retain all of
its rights to.maintain and operate the school; to discontinue or transfer its operation; to
direct the staff; to hire, fire and discipline employees; to fIXthe size and duties of the
staff; to detennine policy and to exercise all the nonnal rights and functions of a good
School Board. . The Board shall in any event be free to take whatever action is required .
on its part, under applicable law and regulations.
ARTICLE XI
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. OBmCTIVB:
It is the objective of the grievance procedure to encourage the prompt and infonnal
resolution of dissatisfaction as it arises before recourse to the employment of fonnal
grievance pr6cedures~ For this reason, it is recognized that many. complaints can be .
resolved infonnally in a mutually satisfactory way and that it is in' the best interests of
both parties to work towards that end.
DEFINITIONS:
A "Grievance" is a dispute concerning the interpretation, or application, or alleged breach'
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement; providing, however, that such terms shall
include any claim concerning disciplinary p~in~, or any other matters which are
otherwise reviewable by law, or any rule or regulation having the force and_effect of law,
or any claim that the Board does not have authority to act on, or any matters discussed by
the Board-Union Committee.
.
A "Day" is a school day.
A "Grievant" is the Teacher or group of Teachers in the unit directly concerned with, or
affected by the grievance.
c. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE:
;FirstStep:
A Grievant may, either orally or in writing, present a grievance to'bis immediate
supervisor within fifteen (IS) days following the act which is the basis for hislher
Complaint. The supervisor shall discuss the grievance with the Grievant, investigate the
matter, and attempt to resolve it. The decision of the supervisor shall be made withlrl.'1ive
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(5) days following the receipt of the grievance. Where the grievance has been presented
in writing, the decision shall be in writing. If the grievance arises out of an action or
detennination of the Superintendent or the Board, it shall be submitted directly to the
second step.
Second Step:
If the grievance has not been resolved in the first step, the Grievant may present such
grievance in writing, signed by fhe Grievant, to the Superintendent, within ten (10) days
after receiving the supervisor's detennination. There shall be set forth in such writing the
specific ac.~i~n,or condition complained of, and the provision wherein the grievance is
based.
The Superintendent shall set a date for an infonnal conference to take place within ten
(10) days after the receipt of the grievance, unless such date be adjourned by mutual
agreement and the appropriate individuals notified. The Superintendent shall afford the
Grievant and the Union an opportunity to present the grievance fully and make further
inquiry as helshe deems necessary. The Superintendent shall convey to the Grievant
hislherwritten finding and decision within ten (10) days of the conclusion of said
conference.
Third Step:
A Grievant may appeal the detennination of the Superintendent by filing a signed,
written appeal with the Board, with a copy to the Superintendent.' This appeal must be
filed within five (5) days after the receipt of the detennination by.the Superintendent, and
shall contain a complete explanation of all grounds upon which the appeal is based.
Within fifteen (IS) days, the Board, or committee thereo~ shall meet with the Grievant to
consider the grievance. Within ten (10) days after such'meeting (or-meetings, should.. .
more than one be necessary) the Board shall render its decision in writing.
Fourth Step:
A Grievant may appeal the determination of the Board upon written notice, within ten
(10) days of receipt of the Board's detennination. The appeal shall be made by
submitting to the American Arbitration Association in the City of New York, the
Superintendent and the Board, a written demand for arbitration in accordance with the
Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association.
The Arbitrator shall limit his decision strictly to the.application and interpretation of the
provisions of this Agreement and shall be without any power to make any decision
inconsistent with, modifying or varying in any manner the terms of this Agreement, or
inconsistent with any established practice or applicable law, or any role or regulation
having the force and effect of law.
.
The Arbitrator shall be without power to make any decision limi~g or interfering in any
way with the powers, duties, responsibilities and the discretion of the Board.under its By-
laws, or applicable law, except that he may decide in a particular case that a Board action
constituted a contract violation. The decision of the Arbitrator, if made in accordance
with his jurisdiction and authority under this Agreement, will be final and binding. ltte.~
"
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Arbitrator shall render his written award and opinion within thirty (30) days after the
close of the hearing.
Employees shall be entitled to the unobstructed use of the grievance procedure without
fear of rt?prisal. .
Time Limits:
Because it is important that grie~ances be processed as rapidly as possible, the number of
days afforded to any party, at any step, shall be considered a maximum and every effort
shall be made by all parties to expedite the process.
The failure to process a grievance within the time limits set forth above, shall be deemed
to be an acceptance of the decision previously rendered, and shall constitute a waiver of
further appeal.
The failure of an administrator to communicate his decision within the specified time
limits shall permit the Grievant to proceed to the next level without further delay.
If a grievance is filed on or after June 1, but before the end of the school year, the time
limits set forth herein shall be reduced so that the grievance procedure may be'exhausted
prior to the end of the school year, or as soon thereafter as is practical.
Representation: .
. ,
'..
The Union shall have the right to present a grievance on its own behalf,. or.to represent
Grievants at each step of the procedure described above, provided, however, that any
individual Employee, or group of Employees, shall have the right at any time to present
grievances and to have such grievances adjusted without the intervention of .theUnion' as
long as the adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement.
Nothing co~tained in the Article shall be construed to limit the right of any unit member
having a grievance to discuss the matter informa1ly with any appropriate member of the
adminimation, or from having the grievance adjusted.under the procedure qescribed on
the previous page, without the intervention of the Union, provided, however, that:
a. The adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of the contract.
. b. The Union has .been given the. opportunity to' state its views on the grievance
at each stage. .
ARTICLE XII
JOB DESCRIPTION OF A TEACHING ASSISTANT
Teaching Assistants employed in the Greenburgh-Graham Union Free Sc~ool District will be
responsiblefor the following: '. '
1. To assist classroom Teachers or Specialists in the management of their
classrooms or special areas. '....
...'
........
'. .,>1'5
. .
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2. To work with individual children under the supervision of the Reading
Specialist, Guidance Counselor or Principals.
3. To assist in testing sessions.
4. Hall duty.
5. To escort children from one class to another or to other institutional areas,
wherever or whenever necessary.
6. To assist Teachers on school trips.
7. To assist any Teacher, Specialist or Supervisor in any approved program.
8. To operate audio visual equipment and other equipment nonnally used in the
classroom.
9. To mimeograph or duplicate teaching and administrative materials and to distribute
these where necessary.
10. To assist personne~ in the school offices.
ARTICLE xm
MISCELLANEOUS
A. The following provision in the Taylor Law is included herein by mandate of the
Law.
204-a.
"It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this Agreement requiring
legislative action to permit its imPlementation by amendment of law or by providing the
additional funds thereo~ shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative body
has given approval." .
With respect to matters involving wages, hours. or working conditions not covered by this
Agreement which are proper subjects for collective bargaining and not within the policy
area, the Board agrees that it will make no change jn existing practices without
appropriate prior consultation and negotiations with the Union.
r.:'::.,
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ARTICLE XIV
DURATION
This Agreement' shall be effective as of July 1, 2000 and shall continue in full force ,anduntil
June 30,2003. .
In Wiltness Whereof, the parties have c~used this Agreement to be signed by their duly
authorized representatives this~-If'day of rn~ , )l)O~.
GRAHAM SCHOOL FEDERATION
OF TEACHERS, LOCAL 1939
AFf, AFL-CIO
GREENBURGH GRAHAM
UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
(THE GRAHAM SCHOOL)
BY:21L~~
Ma.1issa Pauling
. I
Prc:sident, Graham School Federation
Of Teachers
. 1
B'
deman
ndent of Schools
"-
" '
....
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Appendix A
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF GREENBURGH-GRAHAM UFSD
DISTRICT
AND
THE GRAHAM FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
..
MEMORANDUM,OF UNDERSTANDING made and entered into this 6/22/98 day of June,
1998 by and betWeen the negotiating committees for the Board of Education of the Greenburgh-
Graham UFSD (''the District") and the Graham Federation of Teachers ("the Union").
The tenns of this ,MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING are in addition to, and to be
included with, the MEMORANDUM agreed to by the parties on March 25, 1998.
The parties hereby agree to the following:
1.' Beginning July 1, 1998,employees who agree to work lunch and recreation duty shall be
paid $10 per hour during the summer school and $11 per hour during the'school year for
such work.
2. Employees who work as Deans of Students for the summer school will be
paid $35 per hour for such work.
By:___
Malissa Pauling, President
Graham Federation of Teachers
By:
Betsey Hardeman, Superintendent
Greenburgh-Graham UFSD
Date: 612'1198 Date: 6/2'1J98
'0'
"''-.. '.....0,
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Appendix B
SETILEMENT AGREEMENT
Between the Graham Federation of Teachers (GFT)
And
The Greenburgh-Graham UFSD (DISTRICT)
11/18/89
..
In settlement' of a grievance and pending arbitration by the GFr on the issue of "Per-Diem"
Tea(~~ing Assistants, the District and the GFr agree to the following:
. .
. Effective April 28, 1998 all employees who were previously hired and treated as "per-
diem teaching assistants" will receive all terms and conditions of employment as
contained in the 1997 collective bargaining agreement except for, health insurance,
vision insurance, life insurance, and dental insurance;
. All benefits or claims pursuant to the health insurance, vision insurance, life insurance,
and dental insurance contractual provisions for these employees shall be effective July 1,
1999;
. Eligibility for Teacher Retirement System (TRS) membership for these "per-diem,
teaching assistant" employees shall be retroactive to the employee's first day of
employment in the 4i~trict as a "per-diem teaching assistanf'" ~ch employee sha~lbe
individually responsible.for any employee's share of the retroactive TRS contribution;
. These "per-diem teaching assistant" employees shall'begin sick day and personal"day
accumulation retroactively from April 28, 1998;
. For contractual longevity pU1pOses,the date of hire shall be the employee's first day of
employment as a "per-diem teaching assistanf';
. "Per-diem teaching assistants" shall be placed on the new 1997-98 salary schedule in the
same manner as teaching assistants were (i.e., the highest salary step closest to the
employee's actual salary);
. "Per-diem teaching assistants" shall be eligible for the teaching assistant certification
benefit contained in Article IV, B. S., where applicable.
__-I
Malissu Pauling
For tb.(~Union
Betsey Hardeman
For the District
11/23/99
---
Date
11/23/99
Date
"-
'"
"
--.
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Appendix C
.
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SICK BANK
GFfIBOE CONTRACT ARTICLE IX B
Criteria for Participation
The Sick Bank Committee will detennine initial eligibility for Sick Bank participation by
unit Itlembers based upon existing sick'day data lists maintained by the Personnel Office. Such
lists shall be subje9t to verification by the Committee. Employees shall be eligible for the Sick
Bank: when they h'ave 60 sick days accumulated, and they may contribute two sick days to the
Bank:. Your Annual Statement of Sick and Personal Days shall serve as notification of eligibility
to join the Sick Bank. Contributions shall be made no later than September 15th. Employees
who vvishto participate will complete and submit the Sick Bank Participation Form to the
Persolmel Office.
Employees who leave the district may contribute their accumulated sick days to the Sick
Bank. Retirees shall not be allowed to contribute those sick days for which they received
compensation in Article IX A.
The bank shall be replenished in the same manner it was established when the total bank
days fall below one-half of the original Sick Bank contributions.
Sick Bank Committee
, The Sick Bank Committee will be comprised of two members appointed by the Union
President and two members appointed by the Superintendent. This committee shall establish its
own (~riteriaand procedures for handling withdrawals. The Committee will preside 'over the Sick
Bank, and will determine eligibility for withdrawal on a case-by-case basis. Unit members of
the Committee will be responsible for contacting potential enrollees each school year for initial
investJnent and when replenishment is necessary.
Procedures CorWithdrawals
Sick Bank members who wish to withdraw sick days shall follow all requirements
contautled in the contract. All requests must be ,submitted in writing along with medical
docwDlcntation. All requests for withdrawal are subject to review by the Sick Bank Committee.
Employees must use all of their accumulated days before withdrawing from the bank. Eligible
employees may withdraw a maximum of up to 40 days from the bank for each instance ,ofan
absence that is catastrophic, long-term or disabling. For ariy one disability, after the withdrawal
of 20 days, the employee must re-apply for any additional sick days.
In addition to the above contract language in Article IX B, employees requesting
withdrawal of sick days must complete the approved Sick Bank Withdr~aI Application and
submit it with documentation from'the doctor who is directly ,responsible' for their care.
Whenever possible, they should request. Sick Bank days at least 10 working days prior to the
beginning of the withdrawal to avoid delay and insure continuity of salary.
......
'-..
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See Article IX B Sick Bank
Rev 2 6/21/2000
SICK BANK PARTICIPATION FORM
PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE STATEMENT AND RETURN THE COMPLETED
FORM[TO THE PERSONNEL OFFICE.
I wish to participa.~ein and contribute two (2) days toward the SICK BANK for the school year
---
I WILL PARTICIPATE
I WILL NOT PARTICIPATE
I understand that this is my only chance to participate during this school year.
Print Name
--.
. ,
Signa.ture Date
._-
Please submit this form no later than September 15th
Thank you
"
...:..~
':"A.....
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GREENBURGH - GRAHAM UFSD
Sick Bank Withdrawal Application
Employee Name (print)
Building (print)
Date (print)
# of Days Requested
I amlrequesting Sick J3ank days to begin on and end on
mo.lday/yr. mo./day/yr.
Please attach medical documentation from the doctor who is directly responsible for your care.
That documentation must include:
a)
b)
a diagnosis
pr~jected length of recuperation
The Committee reserves the right to request additional supportive documentation if necessary.
Employee Signature
Sick Bank Committee Response
1. days granted from to
moJday/yr. . moJday/yr.
2. Application denied due to
Committee Signature
Dat(~
......
".,
,~
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Greenburgh-Graham Union Free School District
SICK BANK DONATION
Dear Ms. Hardeman:
According to Article IX B of the Contract, "Employees who leave the district may contribute
theilr accumulated sick days to the sick bank."
Article IX B also states, "Retirees shall not be allowed to contribute those sick days for which
they have received compensation in Article IX A."
I
'---
. ,
!I would like to don~te days, th~.. _
NumberPrint Name
Balance of my sick days, to the Graham Federation of Teachers' Sick Bank when I leave
the district, as provided in Article IX B.
In accordance with Article IX A, I received no compensation for these days when I retired.
Th8l1tkyou very much for your immediate attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
SignQture Date
00: Treasurer
Personnel
Union President
. ......
,:.'" .....
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Appendix D
AGREEMENT between the BOARD OF EDUCATION of
The GREENBURGH-GRAHAM UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT (THE GRAHAM
SCHOOL)
of the TOWN OF HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
and the GRAHAM SCHOOL FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, LOCAL 1939
AMERICAN FED!3RATION OF TEACHERS, AFL-CIO
1997 - 2000
TEACHING ASSISTANT EDUCATION
COURSE CREDIT
Arti(~le 4
B( 6) Continuing Education
The Board shall provide a fund for continuing education for Teaching Assistants.
A committee comprised of Federation and Administration representatives will develop
criteria for disbursement and recommend the amount of money to be included in the fund
to the Board. The final shall not provide any reimbursement for courses required for
Teaching Assistant Certification.
Teaching Assistants' shall be reimbursed for courses leading to Teacher Certification or for job-
relat~~ courses. In order to be eligible for reimbursement, courses must be approved in advance
by thelSuperintendent. All courses must be taken at an accredited institution of higher learning.
Courses will be reimbursed in the amount of.$100 per credit The maximum, reimbursement per
persoll shall not exceed $900 in any school year. Reimbursement will not be made for the first
six cn~ts required for Teaching Assistant Certification. Requests for advance approval may be
madeChree times each year - in September, January, and June. RC<Nestsfor approval of credi~
for each course must be submitted in writing on the form for Approval of Teaching Assistant
Coune Work. Official transcripts for successful completion of credit must be filed with the
Superintendent in order to establish eligibility for payment Reimbursement will be made only
after official transcripts are received. Reimbursement will ,be made within one month of
submission of transcript This provision is in compliance with the 1997 - 2000 Contract and
'
shall be retroactive to July 1, 1997. Advance approval is not needed for courses taken between
July 191997 and June 30,2000, but such courses must meet all criteria as set forth in this
agreement.
"'-
...~ '~....
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Greenburgh-Graham Union Free School District
APPROVAL OF TEACHING ASSISTANT EDUCATION COURSE WORK
Date: From: (Teaching Assistant)
To: Superintendent of Schools (SchooUt>epartmenQ
I am requesting advance approval of Teaching' Assistant Education course work to be undertaken for professional
advancement and partial reimbursement, as provided in the negotiated contract between the Board of Education of
the Grecnburgh-Graham UFSD and The Graham Federation of Teachers. Courses taken for reimbursement must be
approvr..d in advance .by the Superintendent. Teaching Assistants shall be reimbursed for courses leading to Teacher
CertifiCiltion or for job-related courses. All courses must be taken at an accredited institution of higher learning.
Courses will be reimbursed in the amount of S100 per credit. The maximum reimbursement per person shall not
ex~ $900 in any school'year.
.
Reimbursement will not- be made for the fU'Stsix credits required for Teaching
Assistant Certification. Requests for advance approval may be made three times each year - in September, January,
and Jun.e. Requests for approval of credits for each course must be submitted in writing on the form for Approval of
Teaching Assistant Education Course Work. Official transcripts for successful completion of credit must be filed
with th(~Superintendent in order to establish eligibility for payment. Reimbursement will be made only after official
transcripts are received. Reimbursement will be made within one month of submission of transcript. This provision
is in compliance with the 1997 - 2000 Contract and shall be retroactive t9 July 1, 1997. Advance approval is not
needed for courses taken between July 1, 1997 and June 30,2000, but such courses must meet all criteria as set forth
in this agreement.
I plan tc) take the following course in the:
. Undergr~duate course _ . , f
Fall _Spring _Summer of
Toward Teacher Certification
Year
Graduate, course Job-related course
College/University & location:
Course1titIe & number:
Number' of credits:
PLEASE USE A SEPARATE FORM FOR BACH COURSE
AND ATrACH A COURSE DESCRIPTION 11IAT INCLUDES THE NUMBER OF CREDITS.
Approved:
Rejected:
Date:
Superintendent
Date:
Reason:
~>
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ApPENDIX E
JOB SPECIFICATIONS FOR
TEACHING ASSISTANT/STUDENT MANAGER
AND
TEACHING ASSISTANT/PROJECT MANAGER
The Board of Education of the Greenburgh-Graham Union Free School District (the district) and
the Graham School Federation of Teachers (the GFT) recognize that the duties of a Teaching
Assistant/Student Manager differ ,from those of a classroom Teaching Assistant.' In recognition of
this difference, the parties agree to the following as it deals with Teaching Assistant/Student
Managers and Teaching Assistant/Project Manager.
The positions of Teaching Assistant/Student Manager and Teaching
),.ssistant/Project Manager will be placed In the recognition clause of the
Agr€~ement between the Board of Education of the Greenburgh-Graham Union
Free School District (the district), and the Graham School Federation of Teachers
(the GFT).
E~6thpositions willbe posted and advertised to unit members prior to mass publication.
,,'
'-",
,~6
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TEACHING ASSISTANT/STUDENT MANAGER
Under the general supervisi~n of the Principals, Assistant Principals and TeachIng
AssistClnt/Project Manager, the Teaching Assistant/Student Manager is responsible for the
behavior manqgement of students: training of teachers and teaching assistants in crisis
intervention techniques and methods: supervision of students in hallways, in-ho~se and out-of-
schoc.l:suspension areas, and on grounds, and coordination of escorting responsibilities.
JOB TITLE
Teaching Assistant/Student Manager'
SUPERVISORYCHAIN OF COMMAND
. The Teaching Assistant/Project Manager reports directly to the Assistant
Principals.
. The Teaching Assistant/Project Man.ager coordinates the activities of the
Teaching Assistant/Student Manager.
. The Assistant Principals and the Principals have ultimate supervisory
responsibility including observations, evaluations and all other
administrative responsibilities for the Teaching Assistants/Student Managers
and the Teaching Assistant/Project Manager.
DUTIES OF TEACHING ASSISTANT/STUDENT MANAGERS
Teaching Assistants/Student Managers are responsible for the overall. implementation of the.
Student Management System.
. ,.
. Provide crisis preventfon and intervention where appropriate.
. Provide training and support to staff in CrisisIntervention.
. f~ecord and maintain data, records and r~ports, i.e., incident reports, daily
and weeldy logs, students-out-of-program, time-outs, In-house/out-of-
school suspensions, training hours, etc.
. Assistin the maintenance of a controlled environment for students and staff
'in school buildings and grounds.,
'. "~ay testify at Superintendent's hearings, as required.
. Provide overall coordination of the escorting and movement.. of students
between classes and other areas within the district's facilities and grounds.
. I~IIother working conditions shall remain as stipulated in the Agreement
between the District and the GFT.
......
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WORK. HOURS
On CIrotating hourly schedule from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., the Teaching Assistant/Student
ManClger will provide supervision of students before school, during lunch, for in-house/out of
scho()1suspension, and after school. When employees are not on a rotating hourly schedule,
their 'Norkday willfollow the contract. The workday willinclude a lunch period an9 a 30-minute
break. .
WORK ASSIGNMENTS
Teac:hing Assistants/Student Managers'shall be assigned to the various assignments, locations
and duties on a rotating basis throughout their respective building.
The district willfT'Qkeevery effort to assign Teaching Assistant/Student Manager hours as evenly
as possible among the Teaching Assistant/Student Manager staff.
Nothing contained herein willpreclude agreement between the district or its representative and
the union president, or his/her representative, permitting individual variances in the above
guidennes regarding the assignment of Teaching Assistant/Student Managers.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR TEACHING ASSISTANT/STUDENT MANAGER
Tobe considered for Teaching Assistant/Student Manager, candidates must:
. Possessa minimumof 12college credits
. Have at least one year of experience working with children in a school of
special facilitydealing with behavior management of student
. . Be willing to receive Therapeutic Crisis Intervention (TCI) and related
training during school hours and after school hours, if necessary
. /Possessor be eligible for NYSContinuing Teaching Certification
. Be willing to wear a district-funded Student Management uniform (willbe
replaced ifdamaged)
. l:xcellentattendance record at current employment
TeachUng Assistant/Student Managers must have the fonowing mowledge, skins,abilities and
attributes:
. Excellent work attitude and temperament
. Excellent management and organizational skills
. Skillin deafing with children with behavior problems
. Ability to carry out oral and written instructions
. Computer literate or willing to take classes on his/her own time
. Excellent verbal and written communication skills
. I~espond well to supervision and constructive criticism
IN ADIDITION
In emergencies only, Teaching Assistant/StudentManagers willbe assigned to substitute for or .
replac:e absent or unavailable ClassroomTeaching Assistants. If a Classroom Teaching Assistant
shoufd be assigned to substitute for or replace a Teaching Assistant/Student Manager, he/she
Willnc)t be required to supervise lunch unless he/she already works lunch, or perform duties
beforE!8:15 or after 3:00, or supervise In-house/out-of-school suspension.....
'-.,
.'-
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COMPENSATION
. .
In recognition of additional responsibilities and time, new Teaching Assistant/Student Managers
willbe placed no lower than step 10 on the Classroom Teaching Assistant's salary schedule and
will be paid an additional. annual stipend of $2,500 and continue to move on the salary
schedule annually. Current Classroom Teaching Assistants who become Teaching
Assistant/Student Managers will be moved to step 10 or higher on the Classrqom Teaching
Assistant's salary schedule and will be paid an additional annual stipend of $2,500. For those
Classroom Teaching Assistants who are already in excess of step 10 on the Classroom Teaching
Assistont'ssalary schedule, only the $2,500 stipend willapply.
Inthe event that a Teaching Assistantassumes thispositionand does not meet expectations, he
or she!willreturn to his or her previous position and be placed on the appropriate salary step for
his or her years of experience and lose the additional stipend.
. 1
'"
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"TEACHING ASSISTANT/PROJECT MANAGER
Under the general supervision of the Principals and Assistant Principals, the Teaching
Assistc1nt/ProjectManager is responsible for the behavior management of students, training of
teachers and teaching assistants in crisis intervention techniques and methods: supervision of
students in hallways, in-house and out-of-school suspension areas, and on grounds, and
coordination of escorting responsibilities. .
JOB 1ULE
Teaching Assistant/Project Manager:
SUPERVISORY CHAIN OF COMMAND
. The Teaching Assistant/Project Manager reports directly to the Assistant
Principals.
. The Teaching Assistant/Project Manager coordinates the work of the
Teaching Assistant/Student Manager.
.
. The Assistant Principals and the Principals have ultimate supervisory
responsibility including observations, evaluations and all other
administrative re'sponsibilities for the T~aching Assistants/Student Managers
and the Teaching Assistant/Project Manager. .
DUTIES OF THETEACHING ASSISTANT/PROJECTMANAGER
There ,,viII be one Teaching Assistant/Project Manager assigned to each building whose overall
responsibility will be to supervise and coordinate the Student Management System in his/her
respective school and between school buildings. The two student mangers will work
collab,oratively district-wide.
He/Sh€~ will:
. <::oordinate the work of Teaching Assistant/Student Managers;
. Schedule and coordinate training for' Teaching Assistant/Student
Managers; .
. Schedule and conduct meetings of Teaching Assistant/Student Managers;
. Schedule and coordinate training for all staff;
. Review, evaluate and replenish Student Management materials;
. Schedule individual student review meetings including Team Meetings and
CSE's as needed; .
. Develop forms and procedures for Student Management reporting; .
. 4l~1Iother working conditions shall remain as stipulated in the Agreement
between the District and the GFT.
WORKIDAY
Theworkday will be from 7:30am to 3:30pm including one lunch period and a 3O-mlnute break.
.'
" "
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR TEACHING ASSISTANT/PROJECT MANAGER
To be considered for Teqching Assistant/Project Manager, candidates must:
Cl) Possess a minimum of 12 college credits;
4& Have at least one year of experience working with children in a
school of special facility dealing with behavior management of
student. .',
..
4~ Be willingto receive Therapeutic CrisisIntervention (TCI)and related
training during school hours and after school hours, if necessary;
o Possessor be eligible for NYSContinuing Teaching Certification;
o Bewillingto wear a districtfunded Student Management uniform (will
be replaced if damaged);
. Have an excellent attendance record at current employment.
In oddition to the above the Teaching Assistant/Project Manager must have at least two
yec]rs of college with at least six credits in Psychology of Behavioral Science courses or
twC) years of experience working with children in a special educational, social service or ,
health care facility, dealing with Student Management. .
Teaching Assistant/ProJect Manager must have the following knowledge, skills, .
abilities and attributes:
It Excellent'work a~titude and temperament
ell Excellent management and organizational skills
/1' Skillin dealing with children with behavior problems
II' Abilityto carry out oral and written instructions
(t Computer literate or willing to take classes on his/her own time.
(J Excellent verbal and written communication skills
(J Respond well to. supervision and constructive criticism
CO,MPENSATION
The Teaching Assistant/Project Manager In each building will be hired at an initialsalary
of step 10 or higher on the Teaching Assistants salary schedule and WI" receive an
additional annual stipend of $3,750. Ifa current Classroom Teaching Assistant becomes
Teaching Assistant/ProjectManager and Isalready eamlng In excess of step 10 on the
CI()ssroomTeaching .Assistant's.salary.schedule, only the $3,750 stipend will apply.
In the event that a Teaching Assistant assumes this position and does not meet
expectations, he or she will retum to his or her previous position and be placed on the
appropriate salary step for his or her years of experience and lose the additional stipend.
::.:~.~,
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"he District and ~he GFTagree to this job specification on this
day of , 2001 and willgo into effect upon
signatures. This agreement will be reevaluated in the 2001-2002
school year for further clarification and changes if needed.
FOR THE GFT: FOR THE DISTRICT:
Malissa Pauling, president
Graham Federation of Teachers
Betsey Hardeman, Superintendent
Greenburgh-Graham UFSD
" "-
.., ,.....
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Teacher Step Schedule
2000-2003
StolP BA MA MA15 MA30 MA45 MA60 EdD1PHd
1 $34.425 $39,024 $40,688 $42,351 $43,955 $45,559 $46,604
2 $35,607 $40,569 $42,238 $43,906 $45,560 $47,214 $48,259
3 $36,790 $42,114 $43,788 $45,461 $47,165' $48,868 $49,913
4 $37,972 $43,659 $45,337 $47,017 $48,770 $50,524 $51,569
5 $39,154 $45,204 $46,887 $48,572 '$50,375 $52,179 $53,224
6 $46,748 $48.438 $flO,127 $51,980 $53,834 $54,879
7 $48,293 $49,988 $51,682 $53,586 $55,488 $56,533
8 $49,837 $51,537 $53,236 $55,191 $57.144 $58,189
9 $51,383 $53,087 $54,792 $56,796 $58,799 $59,844
10 $52,927 $54,637 $56.347 $58,401 $60,453 $61,498
11 $54.472 $56,188 $57.902 $60,006 $62.109 $63,154
12 $56,016 $57.737 $59,457 $61,610 $63.764 $64.809
13 $57.561 $59,287 $61.012 $63,215 $65,418 $66.463
14 $59,106 $60,837 $62,568 $64,820 $67,073 $68.118
15 $60,651 $62,387 $64,123 $66,425 $68,729 $69.774
2001-2002
Step BA MA MA15 MA30 MA45 MA60 EdDIPHd
1 $35,458 ~0,195 $41,909 $43.622 $45,274 $46,926 $48,002
2 $36,675 $41,786 $43.505 $45,223 $46.927 $48,630 $49,707
3 $37,894 $43,377' $45.102 $46.825 $48,580 $50,334 $51.410
4 $39.111 $44,969 $46,697 $48,428 $50,233 $52.040 $53.116
5 $40,329 .$4G,560, 1$48,294 $50,029 $51.886 $53.744 $54.821
6 $48.150 $49.891 $51.631 $53.539 $55.449 $56,525
7 $49.742 $51,488 $53,232 $55.194 $57.153 $58.229
8 $51.332 $53.083 $54.833 $56.847 $58.858 $59.935
9 $52,924 $54.680 $56.436 $58.500 $60.563 $61.639
10 $54.515 $56.276 $58,037 $60.153 $62,267 $63.343
11 $56.106 $57,874 $59.639 $61,806 $63,972 $65.049
12 $57,696 $59,469 $61,241 $63.458 $65,677 $66,753
13 $59.288 $61,066 $62.842 $65,111 $67.381 $68,457
114
' $60,879 $62,662 $64,445 $66,765 $69,085 $70,162
1:5 $62,471 $64,259 $66.047 $68.418 $70,791 $71,867
2002.20'03
Step BA MA MA15 MA30 MA45 MA60 EdDIPHd
1 $36.522 $41.401 $43.166. $44.931 $46.632 $48.334 $49.442
2 $37.775 $43,040 $44,810 $46.580 $48.335 $50.089 $51,198
3 $39,031 $44.678 $46.455 $48.230 $50.037 $51.844 $52.952
4 $40.284 $46.318 $48.098 $49,881 $51,740 $53.601 $54.709
5 $41.539 $47,957 $49.743 $51,530 $53.443 $55,356 $56.466
6 $49.595 $51,388 $53.180 $55.145 $57,112 $58,221
7 $51,234 $53.033 $54,829 $56.850 $58.868 $59.976
8 $52.872 $54.675 $56.478 $58.652 $E)0.624 $61,733
9 $54.612 $56.320 $58.129 $60,255 $62,380 $63.488
'10 $56.150 $57,964 $59.778 $61,958 '$64.135 $65,243
11 $57,789 $59.610 $61,428 $63,660 $65,891 $67,000:.
<12 $59,427 $61,253 . $63,078 $65,362 $67,647 $68,766
~13 $61,067 $62.898 $64.727 $67.064 $69.402 $70.611
~4 $62,705 $64,642 $66.378 $68,768 $71,168 $72,267
~5 $64.345 $66,187 $68.028 $70.471 $72,916 $74,023 ,," ..:---
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TC3aching Assistant Step Schedule
--(~ar: 2000-2001
Ste fA
1 $15,407
2 $16,178
3.' $16,986
4 $17,836
5 $18,727
6 $19664
7 $20,647
8 $21,680
9 $22 764
10 $23902
11 $25097
12 $26352
13 $27670
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